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First Dimension- Mobile EU citizens’
training, coaching and mentoring delivery.
Implementation report
SUMMARY
When COVID-19 hit globally causing major disruptions, Envision had to find innovative ways of reaching
out to EU mobile citizens who, like many other EU citizens, were spending most of their time at home due
to lockdowns. An asynchronous mode of online learning was adopted and used to offer training to 185 EU
mobile citizens interested in studying, living, and working in Greece via the Envision’s moodle platform.
Participants were recruited using external memos (sent to EU mobile citizens network-organizations), text
message invitations, and Envision mobile social media (Facebook) pages. The teaching methods used to
administer training were live and pre-recorded lectures (via zoom), multi-media presentations,
recommended reading materials, and class quizzes activities. Topics covered in the training modules
included public consultation, health, housing, education, and working in Greece. A survey questionnaire
was used to assess the impacts of the online training program on EU mobile citizens.
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INTRODUCTION
On October 11, 2020, Envision commenced an online-based training and learning program for
mobile EU citizens. Through this training scheme, Envision intended to suffice EU mobile citizens
with knowledge about their civic, social and fundamental rights as EU citizens in Greece and
Cyprus. It also wanted to sensitize EU citizens of the above countries and groups on the available
opportunities in Greece and Cyprus within the spheres of health, work, education, and
accommodation as well as the moral standards they should adhere to while traversing the socially
and culturally diverse EU area.

This comprehensive report highlights the organization, approaches, techniques, and outcomes
of the first EU mobile citizens training conducted through the Envision’s moodle platform.

HOW THE EU CITIZENS TRAINING, COACHING AND MENTORING DELIVERY WAS
ORGANISED
The Beginning: A Pandemic Prompted Envision’s First Internet-Based Training Scheme
Challenges emerged when most, and possibly all, European countries went into full lockdown in
Mid-March 2020 as a result of COVID-19. The restrictions imposed on people’s movements to
minimize physical contact meant Envision could not perform training in public spaces the way it
had done previously. The popularity of websites and mobile-based apps like Skype, Slack and
Zoom grew tremendously as they became platforms for social interactions, office collaboration,
and studying. Consequently, we at Envision shifted to a fully integrated online-learning modality
using our moodle platform to offer training asynchronously while also using zoom as a
complementary platform.

Envision’s Asynchronous Learning and Training Approach
We primarily adopted the asynchronous learning approach to mentor EU mobile citizens residing
in Greece and Cyprus. The term “asynchronous” means not at any specific time. Hence,
asynchronous learning, unlike synchronous learning, does not demand that learners attend
lectures strictly at specific times. It is a common and successful technique of online
learning/coaching that grants learners access to information anywhere and at any time
(regardless of the instructor’s time).
It was desirable to use the asynchronous approach for our trainings because it users some
flexibility and increasing course attendances. Our enrolled mentees who could not attend the live
virtual sessions with the mentor at the scheduled times had also access to pre-recorded videos
and other training materials through individual accounts. They were also able to communicate
with mentors and peers at their convenience without changing any part of their usual routines.

The Role Zoom Played in Envision’s Mobile Citizens Training
Zoom is a video-conferencing platform/app that gained unmatched popularity during the COVID19 lockdown period. Its user base increased more than 30 times (see Annex 1) in April 2020 alone
making it one of the most popular, if not the most popular, conferencing apps at the time. It
provided the virtual space for our mentors to offer live sessions (synchronous learning) to
participants who found the Greek time schedules manageable. It also provided the means to
record video materials for the asynchronous learning part.

This popularity aspect of Zoom was the reason we chose it as a platform for Envision’s EU mobile
citizens training. The other reasons were;
•
•
•
•

The free version has all the basic features our mentees need to access the online sessions
It is usable on computer and mobile phone devices
It works on most OS’s including Android, IOS, ChromeOS, Windows, macOS and Linux
The platform meets EU-specific GDPR compliance security and privacy standards

The Teaching and Training Methods
i.

Lecturing
Live and recorded lectures were used to achieve person to person communication
between Envision teachers and the enrolled participants. This direct and intimate
approach enabled our mentors and mentees create a social bubble where free
interactions happened through text chats during and after lectures. Through active
listening, participants were guided by the mentors and allowed to ask relevant
questions via video-conferencing messaging features in the Zoom application and
receive responses.

Envision Lecture Zoom Sessions

Each module tutor was fully in charge of moderation (organizing and achieving
orderliness) during live sessions. It was emphasized that participant put microphones
be put off to avoid audio feeds from interrupting the live meetings.

ii.

Presentations

Multimedia tools were used to create engaging presentations which make learning
more exciting. We leveraged YouTube videos, PowerPoint presentations, and royaltyfree pictures sourced from the internet to demonstrate concepts and create visually
appealing content. By using imagery in virtual classrooms, we not only made learning
exciting also achieved a lasting impact on mentees’ ability to recall the information
learnt.

PowerPoint Presentations

iii.

Reading materials and resources
Post-session/module reading resources were available to mentees through their
Envision moodle accounts. The mentors encouraged mentees to read further by
referencing links to external articles that complemented the knowledge learned in the
modules. Reference lists consisted of high-quality articles from very authoritative
public and private institutions offering information to EU mobile citizens.

iv.

Course activities, quizzes & answers
At the end of each topic/module, mentees had the opportunity to test their
knowledge through class activities and quizzes. Quizzing was a useful training and

coaching method because it offered fun activities that helped mentees to reflect key
information, memorise content, and feel closely engaged in the training.
Activities and quizzes

Session Management Routines
Pre-session activities
❖ All module/session, dates, and respective mentors were planned and booked on the
Envision and Google Calendars three months earlier (also shared with the mentors)
❖ The Envision mentor in charge of a session was reminded to prepare for the event two
weeks prior
❖ Upcoming course/trainings were publicized in Envision’ the communication channels (see
the next section about how the participants were approached)
❖ Three days before the session, invitation emails (see annexe 2) were sent out to the
addresses of participants’ registered via the Envision’s moodle platform. Invitations had
the following details; Event title; Date; Time; Agenda of the virtual event (including Zoom
meeting direct link, ID and Password).

Activities during the Live Sessions

❖ Mentor sign-in to Zoom (at least 15 minutes before the scheduled training time) and
launches whiteboard with session agenda and basic instructions
❖ Live lecture (includes sharing screen to show multi-media presentations) and session
recording
❖ Mentor posts poll questions for reflection
❖ Text and chat-box open to mentee questions and contribution
❖ Mentor answers questions
❖ End of session

Mentor welcoming participants

Text messaging and Q&A sessions

Post Session Activities
❖ Mentor retrieves attendance and activities records sheets
❖ Pre-recorded module lecture video posted at the Envision’s moodle platform
❖ Mentees access videos, presentations, reading materials, quizzes and answers

HOW THE PARTICIPANTS WERE APPROACHED
External memos; We wrote an external memo about an upcoming Envision mobile training event
and distributed copies (digital and printed paper) to network and partner organizations catering
services to EU mobile citizens. The memos were posted in the organizations’ departments as
upcoming public events and also sent to their employees asking any interested persons to
register through the Envision’s moodle platform. These referrals automatically joined Envision’s
list of trainees had direct access to all the live sessions and asynchronous training materials.
Text Invitations; we sent text messages to all phone contacts in Envision’s guests’ books. In the
previous events Envision has hosted, we have asked attendees to voluntarily sign our members’
book and leave their phone contacts so that they can receive news of any upcoming activities.
One week before an upcoming training event, we sent bulk text invitations to our phone contacts
lists and asked interested citizens to register by signing up at the Envision’s moodle platform. All
emails registered in the moodle received invitations for all forthcoming zoom sessions and were
able to access training resources asynchronously.
Facebook (Social Media); we solicited participation by publishing all the training events on
Envision’s Facebook page. Followers of our page saw the posts in their timelines and also received
notifications prompting them to attend (and sign up) if they were interested. All the leads were
captured in Envision’s emailing list (deemed to receive future training invitations) and also had
unlimited access to the moodle training resources.

EU Mobile Citizens Course/Training Attendance
i.

Tracking Attendance, Activity Participation, and Resources Usage in the Envision’s
Moodle Platform
It was important to track how the mentees attended the live sessions and used moodle resources.
Therefore, mentors retrieved attendance registers (see annexe 3) and activity records after every
Zoom session for analysis and data storage. To track how the participants used our training
resources, we relied on timestamps recorded by the Envision moodle platform; it keeps records
of activities done by each mentee once they log in to their accounts.

Attendance Records

ii.
Number of Participants Registered and Trained by the Envision Scheme
A total of 185 people registered and attended the EU mobile citizens training course we offered.
A certificate of completion were given to all participants who successfully completed the training program.

Attendance records

The number of attendance and course completion achieved in this training term is considered a
big success especially because this is the first complete online course Envision has provided to
EU mobile citizens. Most notable, also, mobile EU citizens our network/partner organizations
registered and participated in the training. The organizations which sent referrals to our program
were;
Mobile EU citizens networks that referred attendees to the Envision online training
program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parents' Association of Deutsche Schule Athen (DSA)
Parents' Association of International School of Athens (ISA)
Parents' Association of Saint Catherines British School Athens
Athens Metropolitan College
Students' Association of Athens University of Economics and Business International
MBA program
Athens WING- Women International Inspiring Network
Expats in Greece network
Foreigners Living in Greece network
Expats in Athens Network
People to People Solidarity- Southern European network
One Human Race network
Goethe-Institut Cyprus
French Institute of Cyprus
Terra Santa College, Cyprus
Bulgarian School in Dali, Cyprus
Bulgarian cultural centre, Cyprus
Public relations and member of the board (Bulgarian cultural centre)
Romanian community, Cyprus
Association of Bulgarians of Cyprus

AGENDAS: SUMMARY OF THE EU MOBILE CITIZENS COURSE MODULES
Week1: Public consultation
This was a module on democratic polity covering aspects of the latter like EU citizenship and
citizen civic duties, community participation in governance, the electoral system, and cultural

plurality. The goal was to make mentees understand the civil responsibilities EU mobile citizens
have. This would guide them on how they to pursue civic matters like voting, taxes, or politics
within Greece or Cyprus.

Week 2: Health
This was a module on health and how the healthcare system caters to EU mobile citizens in
Greece. The module covered pharmacy, doctor/physician, and hospital visits procedures for EU
mobile citizens; especially the most vulnerable groups like women and children. The goal was to
enlighten EU mobile citizens with an understanding of Greece’s healthcare system in aspects like
practitioners’ duties, communication with pharmacists, physicians or doctors, referral practices,
emergency numbers and documents that may be requested before receiving basic healthcare
services.
Week 3: Housing
This module addressed the housing issues that EU mobile citizens residing or planning to live in
Greece should know. It covered basic topics like the necessary preparations to make before
coming to live in Greece, the process of finding a house, shared accommodations, handling house
rent contracts and paying utility bills. The goal was to equip EU mobile citizens with the most
accurate information about housing in Greece so that they can make better choices on
accommodation and residence in the country.

Week 4: Work
This was a module about how EU mobile citizens can prepare for, or find employment in
Greece. It covered core aspects like how to write CVs that attract employers, preparing for job
interviews, common work ethics, transportation, as well as matters of financial literacy.

The goal was to give EU mobile citizens the appropriate skills they can leverage to benefit from
opportunities in Greece’s job market. It was also intended to outline some common practices
about personal finance management by employees in Greece.
Week 5: Education
This module taught about the education system to prepare EU mobile citizens intending to study
or already studying in Greece. It had content about learning Greek, choosing schools, vocational
training, and higher education. The goal was to inform EU mobile citizens about the education
terrain so that they are well adjusted to pursue education in Greece.
Assessing the Effectiveness and Impacts Of Envision EU Mobile Citizens Training
A questionnaire (see annex 4) was used to assess whether the training added any value to the
mentees. It was voluntary for the participants to answer the questionnaire which was
administered through their individual moodle accounts. Some of the questions asked were; do
you find the materials provided in the training useful? Do you feel the training covers the most
important aspects of EU citizenship? What recommendations can you make to the training
materials? Responses to these questions were needed to generate feedback on the effectiveness

of the scheme and also to provide some guidance on how the training approach or materials can
be improved.

ANNEXES
Annee 1: Zoom’s explosive user-base growth as a conferencing tool after COVID-19 (source; The Verge)

Annex 2: Envision’s Live Session Invitation 1

Annexe 3: Envision Attendance List/ Register/ Record
Envision Attendance List
(Project reference: 826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018)
Date: 02/12/2020
Venue: Zoom
Meeting ID : 897 3340 2948Topic : Envision-Mobile EU citizens Live session User Email :
euprojects@iek-akmi.edu.gr
Duration (Minutes): 105
Start Time: 02/12/2020 16:46:26
End Time: 02/12/2020 18:30:55

Participants: 51

Name

Surname

Email

1

Stijn

Schuermans

schuermansstijn342@gmail.com

2

Maria

Eleftheriadis

eleftheriadis@gmail.com

3

Dave

4

Annita

Schuermans

6

Lela

Britton

7

Susan

Lambert

8

Ioanna

Theodorou

9

Michael

Theo

michaeltheo104@gmail.com

10

Toula

Lidis

lidis@yahoo.com

11

Elina

Roina

elinaroina7@gmail.com

12

Mauro

Santucci

13

Marcie

Mayer

14

Anita

Konidaris

15

Khadija

Musa

musakah2@yahoo.com

16

Tina

Palivos

palivostina@gmail.com

17

Louki

Montecristo

18

Kermit

Manolo

Sousa

sousa.dave01@gmail.com
schuermansannita@gmail.com
lelabritton809@gmail.com
suelambert480@gmail.com
loannatheodorou37@gmail.com

santuccimauro40@gmail.com
marcieyer2006@gmail.com
anitakonidaris642@gmail.com

Santucci.louki01@gmail.com
Kermitmanolo@gmail.com

19

George

Mills

geomills@gmail.com

20

Chrysa

Psyllaki

EUHelpingHand@helping-hand.work

21

Maria

Rouze

rouzemaria1@gmail.com

22

Nicole

Myst

nicolemyst@yahoo.com

23

Bill

24

Dawood

25

Nagie

Ges

26

Agnes

Jolivet

27

Katarina

Vasickova

28

Veronica

Nzula

29

Nora

Tulba

30

Ettiene

Chassat

ettienechassat@gmail.com

31

Jeannie

Perrigo

jeaperrigo57@gmail.com

32

Anne Marie

33

Konstantopoulos

konstantopoulosbill5@gmail.com

Hosseinbeigi

dawoodhosseinbeigi8@gmail.com
Nagieges367@gmail.com
agnesjolivet1523@gmail.com
vasickovakatarina6@gmail.com
nzulave@gmail.com
noratulba1@gmail.com

O'Sullivan

anne78692@gmail.com

Stephen

Onjira

stevenonjira@gmail.com

34

Brian

Nora

35

Anne Marrie

Stokes

brianno@gmail.com
stokesannemarrie@gmail.com

36

Han

Ben

hanben234@gmail.com

37

Kristin

Zissi

kristinzissi@gmail.com

38

Christopher

Herbert

herbertchr@gmail.com

39

Rania Giassin

40

Catherine

Pavlou

catherinepavlou79@gmail.com

41

Kennedy

Otieno

kenotiz1@gmail.com

42

Tracey

Gibson

traceygibs2018@gmail.com

43

Alex

Alafouzos

alafouzosalex@gmail.com

44

Peter

Otieno

otieno@ticahealth.org

45

Liana

Rigos

lianarigos@gmail.com

46

Jane

Alahouzou

janealahouzou@gmail.com

47

Ian

Wallace

wallaceian83@gmail.com

48

Linda

Lauberga

lindalauberga@gmail.com

49

Natasja

50

Georgina

51

Anum

52

Popi

rgia303@gmail.com

Gras

nagras@gmail.com

Boulmeti

geoboulmeti@gmail.com

Rizvi

anumriz3236@gmail.com

Christopoulou (host)

christopoulou@akmiinternational.com

i.

Envision Live session 2

EnVision Attendance List
(Project reference: 826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018)
Date: 25/11/2020
Venue: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/74335806811...
Meeting ID: 743 3580 6811
Passcode: uZ9Ea
Duration (Minutes): 110
Start Time: 25/11/2020 16:00
End Time: 25/11/2020 17:40
Participants: 48

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Surname

Email

Bagryan Malamadis
malamadisba@gmail.com
Frank Pot
potfrank@gmail.com
Anis Rollins Exarhopoulos anisrollins@hotmail.com
Sally Wright Gounaris
sallywright@gmail.com
Beate Baldauf Rizakis
beateba@gmail.com
Elli Dutton
ellidutton@gmail.com
Claudio Zettel
claudiozettel@gmail.com
Egoitz Pomares
pomaresegoits@hotmail.com
Peter Oeij
oejl@gmail.com
Stephan Corporatz Zilits stezilits@gmail.com
Chiara Frentzia
cfrentzia@hotmail.com
Maarten van Rijn
mrijn@gmail.com
Joana Bobrowsa
jbobrowsa@yahoo.com
Michael Kohligras
mkohligras@gmail.com
Tom Tijink
tomtijink@gmail.com
Tony van Acquoy toacquoy@gmail.com
Susan Watson
susanwatson@hotmail.com
Silvia Napolitano napolitanosi@gmail.com
Blake Melnick
blmelnick@gmail.com

20. Luk Collou
lukcollou@gmail.com
21. Anna Koutsokostas annkoutso@gmail.com
22. Mikel Mendlsabis mikel234@gmail.com
23. James Buggle
jabuggle@gmail.com
24. Anastasiou Demetra demetraanastasiou@yahoo.gr
25. Stavroula Demetriou stavroulademetriou@gmail.com
26. Popi Christopoulou christopoulou@akmi-international.com
27. Irene Mikelis
mikelis@gmail.com
28. Polytimi Mountanea mountanea@gmail.com
29. Rosmary Exton
rosmaryextron@yahoo.com
30. Hans Cristiansen
hcristiansen1982@gmail.com
31. Niilo Hakonen
niilohakonen@gmail.com
32. Timna Rother
timnarother@gmail.com
33. Sally-Anne Barnabis barnabissally@yahoo.com
34. Matthias Mues
mamues@gmail.com
35. Clara Behrend
clarabehrend897@yahoo.com
36. Samantha Witt-Koutsoliakos samanthawitt@gmail.com
37. Evie Lazaridou
lazaridou@gmail.com
38. Tomas Carey
tomascarey@yahoo.com
39. Gabriela Eberhard
gaeberhard@gmail.com
40. Alvaro Gouveia
alvarogouveia@gmail.com
41. Tor Kildt
torkildt@gmail.com
42. Leonard Mertens
leomertens@gmail.com
43. Joanna Ntampoudi
ntampoudijoanna@gmail.com
44. Marilida Tsiplakou
matsiplakou@hotmail.com
45. Katerina Toubakari
toubakarikaterina1987@gmail.com
46. Vasiliki Karababa
karababavas@gmail.com
47. Theodora Ramos
ramostheo@yahoo.com
48. Kalli Christofidi
kallichristofidi@gmail.com
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EnVision Attendance List
(Project reference: 826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018)
Date: 24/11/2020
Venue: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/74335806811...
Meeting ID: 743 3580 6811
Passcode: uZ9Ea
Duration (Minutes): 60
Start Time: 24/11/2020 15:30
End Time: 24/11/2020 16:30
Participants: 8

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Surname

Popi Christopoulou
Natasja Gras
Mariea Haidon- Detsi
Nahla Korayem
Felicia Omisakin
Elena Tsourel
Marcie Mayer
Nicole Myst

Email
christopoulou@akmi-international.com
grasnatasja@gmail.com
mahaidon@gmail.com
nakorayem@hotmail.com
feomisakin@gmail.com
elenatsourel@yahoo.com
mamayer@gmail.com
nimyst@gmail.com

Envision Live session 4

EnVision Attendance List
(Project reference: 826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018)
Date: 24/11/2020
Venue: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/74335806811...
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/76391857157...
Meeting ID: 763 9185 7157
Passcode: KT8ZjT
Duration (Minutes): 60
Start Time: 23/11/2020 14:00
End Time: 23/11/2020 15:00
Participants: 7

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Surname

Lorraine Margaret Cattell
Elina Roina
Stijn Schuermans
Zubeth Yzelle
Katarina Vasickova
Veron Aldimar
Popi Christopoulou

Email
locattell@gmail.com
elroina@hotmail.com
stschuermans@gmail.com
zuyzelle1978@gmail.com
kvasickova@gmail.com
valdimar@gmail.com
christopoulou@akmi-international.com

Annex 4: Evaluation Questionnaire of the ENVISION training material, training platform &
Programme
EnVISION (826677-ENVISION REC-AG-2018, Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme)
* Required

Dear mobile EU citizen please dedicate 5 minutes to complete this questionnaire

1. I am: *
mobile EU citizen
EU citizen

2. Gender *
Male
Female
Prefer not to say

3. Host Country/ Country of Residence *
Greece
Cyprus

4. Do you find the training material(s) useful? *
Yes
No

5. Are the training materials structured and presented clearly? *
Yes
No

6. Has the training course helped you to improve your knowledge on EU citizens’ rights? *
Yes
No

7. Do you believe that the training covers the most important aspects of the EU citizenship? *
Yes
No

8. Additional comments for the training content.
Your answer

9. Is the navigation on the Online Platform easy? *
Yes
No

10. Are the Training materials on the Online Platform user-friendly? *
Yes
No

11. Please rate your overall level of satisfaction with the Training course *
Best rating
1
2
3
4
5
Worst Rating

12. The duration of the Training course was appropriate and responsive to the learning content *
Yes
No

13. How would you assess the experience of this online training? *
Great
Good
Fair
Bad

14. How would you describe the level of the Training course? *
Suitable
Demanding
Easy

15. Would you recommend any improvements in the training material? *
Yes
No

16. If you replied yes, please explain what changes would you suggest to make in future training and
awareness raising on public consultation delivery? *

Your answer

EnVISION is funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020).
The content of this website represents only the views of the author and is his/her sole responsibility. The
European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it
contains.

Annex 5
Moodle report Mobile EU Citizens Course completion (185 participants completed the course)

Annex 6 Course completion certificate

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
This is to certify that

NAME
has completed the

EU Mobile citizens training, coaching and mentoring
training program
of the Rights, Equality & Citizenship Project:
EffectiVe Social Integration Of mobile EU citizeNs EnVISION
organised by
AKMI SA

Signature

31/12/2020

Project coordinator

Grant Agreement number:
826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018

